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Overview
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• Understanding the Technology
• Social media pixels; tracking cookies
• How and what data is disclosed
• Third party use

• Regulatory Activity
• OCR Guidance
• FTC Enforcement
• Joint OCR-FTC Letter
• AHA Letter to OCR

• Litigation update
• ND Cal decisions

• Take-aways



Introduction to Ad Trackers
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Online Ad Tracking Technologies 201

• Cookie: a small text file installed on a user’s client (web 
browser usually, which means computer storage)

• Pixel: originally, a 1x1 transparent jpeg file, but now also 
lines of Javascript or other code (a beacon is a variant)

• Tracking URL: a (often very long) web address that 
transmits a significant amount of data directly within the 
“link” that is read by a receiving website

• IP Address: a computer’s network location expressed either 
in IPv4 or IPv6 forming critical part of TCP/IP (Transmission 
Control Protocol/Internet Protocol)

• Device Fingerprint: unique set of characteristics of any 
given device (IP Address, OS, browser, etc.)
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Online Ad Tracking Technologies 201

• Tracking combines Cookies, Pixels, Tracking URLs and Device 
Fingerprint with the immense computing power of modern 
databases to trace and record online activity across the internet

• Normal URL: https://www.awebsite/a-landing-page/
• Tracking URL: https://www.awebsite/a-landing-

page/?utm_campaign=newsletter-campaign&utm_source=email
• Encoded in this URL is information that you arrived at the landing page 

from a newsletter campaign sent via email
• This information is stored and used to optimize future campaigns

• Ad Tracking is fundamentally about tracking performance of 
online ads so money is spent where it does the most good (for the 
advertiser).

• Two key terms: Advertiser is the entity trying to sell something. Publisher is 
the entity where the advertisement appears.  

https://www.awebsite/a-landing-page/
https://www.awebsite/a-landing-page/?utm_campaign=newsletter-campaign&utm_source=email


The Meta Pixel
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• This is JavaScript, which is the scripting language upon which the 
modern web is built (along with several others).

• The “pixel” evolved from a relatively simple tracker that sent a ping on 
page load to the JavaScript- and HTML-powered surveillance 
mechanisms of today

Code from https://developers.facebook.com/docs/meta-pixel/get-started (really)

The Pixel

The Code

https://developers.facebook.com/docs/meta-pixel/get-started


The Tracking Pixel Cycle
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From www.dreamstime.com (royalty free)

• Meta Pixel collects data on website visitors 
independently of Facebook or Instagram 
accounts

• For Facebook users logged in on any given 
browser, additional third-party cookies are 
used to create an expansive tracking 
network

• Advanced Matching Parameters

• Allows Meta to connect collected 
event data to users, with or without 
Facebook’s browsers cookies

• Available to help target ads

• See How We Built a Meta Pixel Inspector –
The Markup for more details

http://www.dreamstime.com/
https://themarkup.org/show-your-work/2022/04/28/how-we-built-a-meta-pixel-inspector


Using the Meta Pixel for Health Data
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Hashing ≠ Deidentified
Meta’s Advanced Matching allows it to take hashed data and match it up with known 
user accounts.
Source: Facebook Is Receiving Sensitive Medical Information from Hospital Websites – The Markup

https://themarkup.org/pixel-hunt/2022/06/16/facebook-is-receiving-sensitive-medical-information-from-hospital-websites


Meta Pixel and PHI Collection
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Meta Pixel is 
installed on 
patient portals

Example of how Meta Pixel 
can transmit obviously 
sensitive information back to 
Facebook. 



Complexity of the Ad Tech Ecosystem
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Diagrams underscore the 
sheer complexity of online 
ad tracking “consent” 
systems. 

IAB Europe’s 
“Transparency & Consent 
Framework” invalidated by 
Belgian Data Protection 
Authority in February 2022



Ad Trackers: 
Legal and Regulatory Considerations
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Uses of Tracking Technologies by Health 
Care Entities 
• Companies can use information obtained:

• to help improve patient care or user experience of the 
website or app

• to assist entities with online advertising
• Use for advertising purposes requires entities to disclose 

information obtained by tracking technologies to third 
parties, such as Meta and Google

• Is information obtained by health care provider entities 
protected by HIPAA?

• If so, information cannot be disclosed for marketing 
purposes without a HIPAA-compliant authorization

• Other federal laws, such as 42 CFR Part 2 (Confidentiality of 
Substance Use Disorder Records) may apply
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Uses of Tracking Technologies by Health 
Care Entities 

• Protected Health Information (“PHI”)
• information that identifies an individual, or for which there is 

a reasonable basis to believe the information can be used to 
identify an individual

• that is created or received by a health care provider, health 
plan, or health care clearinghouse

• that relates to (i) the past, present, or future physical or 
mental health or condition of an individual, (ii) the provision 
of health care to an individual, or (iii) the past, present, or 
future payment for the provision of health care to an 
individual

• 45 CFR 160.103 (eCFR :: 45 CFR Part 160 -- General 
Administrative Requirements)

https://www.ecfr.gov/current/title-45/subtitle-A/subchapter-C/part-160
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“Use of Online Tracking Technologies by 
HIPAA Covered Entities and Business 
Associates” – OCR Bulletin, 12/2022
• Guidance released by Health and Human Services’ Office 

for Civil Rights (OCR) - December of 2022  
• Issued due to the proliferation of tracking technology tools 

on health-related websites and mobile apps, including 
entities regulated by HIPAA (e.g., health care providers that 
are Covered Entities and their Business Associates)

• Helps identify whether information shared through the use of 
tracking technologies is PHI

• Available at HHS Office for Civil Rights Issues Bulletin on Requirements 
under HIPAA for Online Tracking Technologies to Protect the Privacy and 
Security of Health Information | HHS.gov

https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2022/12/01/hhs-office-for-civil-rights-issues-bulletin-on-requirements-under-hipaa-for-online-tracking-technologies.html#:%7E:text=Today%2C%20the%20Office%20for%20Civil%20Rights%20%28OCR%29%20at,Rules%20%28%E2%80%9CHIPAA%20Rules%E2%80%9D%29%20when%20using%20online%20tracking%20technologies.
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OCR Guidance on Online Tracking 
Technologies
• Primarily addresses the use of online tracking technology by 

HIPAA “regulated entities” (i.e., Covered Entities and 
Business Associates)

• OCR expressed the position that identifiable information 
received by a HIPAA regulated entity’s website or mobile 
application “generally is PHI”

• even if the individual does not have an existing relationship with the 
entity

• even if the information does not include specific treatment or billing 
information like dates and types of health care services

• Reasoning: this information is indicative that the individual has 
received or will receive health care services or benefits from the 
entity and “relates to the individual’s past, present, or future health 
or health care or payment for care.” 
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OCR Guidance on Online Tracking 
Technologies

OCR identifies three online environments in which tracking 
technology is used: 
1) user-authenticated web pages
2) unauthenticated web pages
3) mobile apps
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OCR Guidance on Online Tracking Technologies

Online Environments
Using Tracking 
Technologies

Examples Information Collected PHI?

User-authenticated web 
pages

Patient portals, telehealth 
platforms (log-in required)

IP address; MRN; home or 
email addresses; dates of 
appointments; diagnosis,
treatment, billing, & Rx 
information

Tracking technologies will 
have access to PHI;
HIPAA-compliant 
authorization for marketing 
uses or disclosures and 
BAA are required 

Mobile apps Mobile apps offered by 
HIPAA regulated entities 
(generally requires log-in, 
but not necessarily)

Information typed or 
uploaded into the app;
information provided by 
the app user’s device
(e.g., fingerprints, network 
location, geolocation, 
device ID, advertising ID)

Tracking technologies will 
have access to PHI;
HIPAA-compliant 
authorization for marketing 
uses or disclosures and 
BAA are required
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OCR Guidance on Online Tracking Technologies
Online Environments
Using Tracking 
Technologies

Examples Information Collected PHI?

Unauthenticated web 
pages

General information web 
pages of HIPAA regulated 
entities (e.g., location, 
services, policies and 
procedures) (no log-in 
required)

IP address, information 
regarding the user’s 
movements, including 
information typed in (for 
example, to search a 
particular condition, health 
care provider, location, 
etc.)

Tracking technologies may
have access to PHI, 
depending on the 
information searched
• creation of log-in for 

patient portal or user-
registered web page are 
done on an 
unauthenticated 
webpage b/c the user 
does not yet have 
access credential

• navigating to symptom 
or condition specific 
pages

• searching for health 
care providers or 
scheduling 
appointments

HIPAA-compliant 
authorization for marketing 
uses or disclosures and
BAA may be required



OCR Guidance on Online Tracking Technologies
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• OCR Guidance not entirely clear regarding searches for symptom 
or disease-specific conditions on unauthenticated websites
• Examples provided relate to searching for health care providers or 

scheduling appointments
• OCR does not provide any examples referencing a search for specific 

conditions or symptoms
• A person could search a website for specific health conditions or 

symptoms for many reasons unrelated to their own health care (e.g., 
looking for a family member, friend, or coworker; researching a health 
condition or symptom for work or school; curiosity regarding a 
particular condition or symptom)



American Hospital Association (AHA) Letter to 
OCR
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American Hospital Association (AHA) Letter to 
OCR (05/22/23)
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• AHA provided comments to OCR related to the reproductive health 
care NPRM and urged OCR to suspend or amend its Tracking 
Technologies Guidance (https://www.aha.org/lettercomment/2023-
05-22-aha-letter-ocr-hipaa-privacy-rule-online-tracking-guidance)

• AHA expressed support for reproductive health care privacy: proposed rule’s 
heightened privacy protections enhance provider-patient relationships

• As part of that letter, AHA requested OCR to reconsider whether its ad 
tracking guidance is necessary “in light of heightened privacy protections” in 
the NPRM, citing that OCR’s Dec. 2022 guidance was motivated, at least in 
part, by the desire to protect reproductive health information

• Alternatively, if OCR maintains its Dec. 2022 guidance, AHA requested that 
OCR amend it “to better reflect the realities of online activity by hospitals and 
health systems”

https://www.aha.org/lettercomment/2023-05-22-aha-letter-ocr-hipaa-privacy-rule-online-tracking-guidance


American Hospital Association (AHA) Letter to 
OCR
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• IP address is “simply a long string of numbers assigned to every 
device connected to a network that uses the internet”“

• “Health misinformation” is a serious threat to public health, and 
limiting the spread of health misinformation is a “moral and civic 
imperative” (referencing a 2021 report by U.S. Surgeon General 
Murthy)

• Hospitals and health systems play an important part in providing consumers 
accurate, trustworthy, and helpful resources

• AHA’s members reach underserved populations that “would not otherwise 
have access to reliable health information”

• Treating all IP addresses as PHI is too broad
• will reduce public access to credible information

• will have “significant adverse consequences” to hospitals, patients, and the 
public

• does not take into account context and whether someone is seeking health 
care or “just a curious online visitor”



American Hospital Association (AHA) Letter to 
OCR
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• Third party vendors not subject to HIPAA
• Generally make no representations that they will comply with 

HIPAA
• Will not sign Business Associate Agreements (BAAs)

• Hospitals are in the middle, OCR Guidance subjects them to 
enforcement, class-action lawsuits, loss of millions of dollars in 
investments in websites, portals, and apps

• AHA requests
1) Suspend Guidance

2) Alternatively, amend Guidance such that IP addresses alone are not unique 
identifiers, OR if they are, only on authenticated webpages (e.g., patient 
portals)

3) If unwilling to do the above, seek comment via RFI and notice-and-
comment rulemaking

4) Coordinate with Federal Trade Commission (FTC) to regulate third-party 
vendors



Google Analytics and HIPAA
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Joint OCR/FTC Letter to Health Care Providers 
(July 2023)
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Joint OCR/FTC Letter to Health Care Providers 
(July 2023)
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• Sent to 130 providers nationwide
• “serious privacy and security risks” related to use of online tracking 

technologies “may be present on your website or mobile 
application” and disclosing PHI to third parties

• Cite to The Markup article (Dec. 2022), OCR Tracking Technology 
Guidance, FTC enforcement action (GoodRx, BetterHelp, Easy 
Healthcare Corp.)

• HIPAA Rules apply when the information that a regulated entity 
collects through tracking technologies or discloses to third parties 
(e.g., tracking technology vendors) includes PHI – refers to 
Tracking Technology Guidance

• FTC Rule and FTC Health Breach Notification Rule apply to 
consumer health information and entities not covered by HIPAA

• Available at https://www.ftc.gov/system/files/ftc_gov/pdf/FTC-OCR-
Letter-Third-Party-Trackers-07-20-2023.pdf

https://www.ftc.gov/system/files/ftc_gov/pdf/FTC-OCR-Letter-Third-Party-Trackers-07-20-2023.pdf


Additional Privacy Considerations
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• FTC Health Breach Notification Rule

• State Privacy Laws (e.g., Washington My Health My Data)

• Take-aways
• Review what tracking technologies your system is using
• Consider when and where within your websites and portals 

user information may become PHI
• Ensure that your NPP and website Privacy Policy and Terms 

and Conditions are up-to-date, transparent regarding use of 
data, and compliant with relevant state and other federal laws
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OCR Guidance on Online Tracking Technologies: 
Risk Stratification Based on OCR Guidance

HIGH RISK 
 Authenticated web pages
 Unauthenticated web pages with user login and registration forms
 Unauthenticated pages where the user can search for health care providers 
or search for available appointments

MEDIUM RISK [though note OCR likely would put this in High Risk category]
 Unauthenticated pages that address specific symptoms or health conditions

LOW RISK 
 Unauthenticated pages that do not serve the functions described above

LOWEST RISK 
 Only use tracking information for Health Care Operations purposes
 Obtain a HIPAA compliant authorization if sharing tracking information with 
third parties for marketing or advertising (regardless of web page type)



Ad Trackers and Litigation
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Class Action Litigation Re: Ad Tracking 
Technology in Healthcare Arena

• Consolidated litigation against Meta in ND Cal.
• December 2022 – denial of PI
• September 2023 – order on MTD

• Litigation against hospitals and health systems
• Meta not named as co-defendant, or severed
• Over 50 pending federal and state putative class actions
• Early settlements 

• Class settlement (Mass Gen, Aurora) 
• Individual dismissals

• New target defendants 



HIPAA … or not
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• No Private Right of Action under HIPAA
• 65 Fed. Reg. 82601 (Dec. 28, 2000).
• Congressional Intent
• Nuance of agency oversight and enforcement

Lawsuits invoke:
• Federal Statutes 

• Federal Wiretap Act (ECPA) 

• State Statutes
• California Invasion of Privacy Act (CIPA)

• State Common Law Claims
• Invasion of Privacy/Inclusion upon Seclusion



Challenges at MTD Stage
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• Consent
• Privacy Policy - specificity
• Notice – up front (Javier)
• Limitations of judicial notice

• Sovereign Immunity

• Contract Claims
• Based on Privacy Policy
• Implied contract theories



Meta’s Litigation Position
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Presumption Flipped
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Order Denying Motion for Preliminary Injunction, In re Meta Pixel Healthcare Litig., (Dec. 22, 2023)



Fact Questions around Consent
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Order on Meta’s MTD, In re Meta Pixel Healthcare Litigation (N.D. Cal. Sept. 7, 2023) 



Take-Aways
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